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1. State mode of measurement for following Inspection chamber
A. Tone
B. Numbers (Nos.) Answer
C. Square meter
D. None of the above

2. _______ is the vertical distance between point of excavation and point of
disposal
A. Lift Answer
B. Lead
C. Both a and b
D. None of the above

3. Suggest the method of approximate costing for Steel bridge
A. Service unit method
B. Typical bay method Answer
C. Both a and b
D. None of the above

4. ______  method structure is not divided into any category but treated as
a whole
A. Short wall
B. Centre line Answer
C. Long wall
D. None of the above
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5. _______ is an amount provided in the estimate for some specialized work
to be done by specialist firm
A. Provisional Sum Answer
B. Contingencies
C. Both a and b
D. None of the above

6. State mode of measurement for Ironwork in truss
A. Kg
B. Quintal
C. Tone
D. All of the above Answer

7. State any purposes of preparing approximate estimate
A. For buying & sailing and Rent Fixation
B. In case of Government & public bodies, for sanctioning of the
expenditure required for the project in the form of Administrative
approval.
C. In case of commercial projects to study the cost-benefit ratio. If it is
justified the project is carried out
D. For framing Tax Schedule & Insurance requirement
E. All of the above Answer

8. ______ is the permission given by the highest authority of the user
department for the execution of proposed project on the basis of
approximate estimate of the project
A. Administrative approval Answer
B. Technical Sanction
C.  Both a and b
D. None of the above



9. Suggest the method of approximate costing for Highway and Roads
A. Service unit method Answer
B. Typical bay method
C. None of the above

10. State mode of measurement for PCC in foundation
A. Cubic meter Answer
B. Numbers
C. Tone
D. Kg

11. State mode of measurement for Timbering of trenches
A. Kg
B. Numbers
C. Square meter Answer
D. None of the above

12. The horizontal distance between the trench pit and the place where
excavated earth is placed is called as lead
A. True Answer
B. False

13. According to ISI method of measurement, the order of the sequence is
(A) Length, breadth, height Answer
(B) Breadth, length, height
(C) Height, length, breadth
(D) None of these

14. Anti-siphonage pipe is connected to
(A) Main soil pipe
(B) Bottom of P trap W.C.
(C) Top of P trap W.C. Answer
(D) Side of water closet



15. Pick up the correct statement from the following:
(A) In a gully trap, a water seal of 6 to 7.5 cm is provided
(B) The gully trap collects waste water from the kitchen, sink, wash
basins, etc. Answer
(C) The gully trap disconnects the sullage drain from the main drainage
system
(D) The grating provided over gully traps is 23 cm square

16. Cost of fittings and their fixing is specified for the following sanitary fittings
(A) Water closets
(B) Flushing pipes
(C) Lavatory basins
(D) All the above Answer
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